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What are the Breaking the Mould Awards about? 

Breaking the Mould gives a spotlight to the growing innovation-led organisations that have 

benefitted from a suite of innovative support programmes are available from Keele University. The 

awards are about recognising and celebrating some of the remarkable achievements of our business 

partners and graduate employers, and the work we do together.  Businesses that enrich the life of 

the university, our research and its impact, education and how we prepare students for their lives 

beyond university.   

The 2019 awards culminated in an exciting celebration of Stoke-on-Trent and Staffordshire’s 

engaged business community which thrives together through collaboration. Taking place in Keele’s 

brand new Smart Innovation Hub, Breaking the Mould aimed to surprise, delight, and challenge in 

every detail. The first award ceremony was hosted by award-winning TV presenter Anita Rani and 

attended by more than 200 business leaders, entrepreneurs, and industry representatives. The 

event was interspersed with creative highlights including performance art by Levantes Dance, a 

specially commissioned poem to mark the inaugural awards by Poet Laureate Stephen Seabridge, 

uplifting singing with the UpMen! Choir, and high-impact drumming with the illuminated Spark 

Drummers! 

 

Why ‘Breaking the Mould’?  

An alternative awards ceremony where guests are encouraged to be themselves and all the 

formalities of a traditional event are reimagined. A lighter and more informal affair with inclusion for 

all at its heart and embracing a future for business that is different and diverse in all its aspects. 

Breaking the Mould also reflects the focus on innovation in our partnerships with business.  We are 

living through a time of rapid technological change, with Artificial Intelligence, the Internet of Things, 

robotics, genetic engineering and mobile computing already having an impact, positive and negative 

on the economy and society.  Some of Keele’s academics, and the businesses we work with, are at 

the forefront of innovation in these areas, and as such are already breaking the mould. Providing 

expertise, facilities, and the environment to enable more business and social enterprises to flourish 

as part of this ‘fourth industrial revolution’ will continue to be a focus for us over the years to come.   

‘Flourishing’ means doing so in socially and environmentally responsible ways. Keele was one of the 

first universities to declare a climate change emergency and has been ranked 13th as a University 

globally for sustainability.  So Breaking the Mould is also about putting our values as an institution 

centre stage and working with people and organisations who share them. 

 

The Award Categories 

HEALTH AND WELLBEING AWARD (2019 Sponsored by Cobra Biologics). This award recognises 

enterprises making a difference in the fields of healthcare, wellbeing, medical innovation and 

bioscience.  This could include achievements in clinical translation, improving health outcomes or 

addressing the patient/carer experience. 

 

SUSTAINABILITY AWARD (2019 Sponsored by Cadent). Awarded to a business or enterprise making a 

difference in the environmental sphere.  This award recognises innovative enterprises working with 



Keele to address environmental challenges, as well as businesses making a difference to their own 

practices in areas such as waste and supply chain management. 

SOCIAL INCLUSION AWARD (2019 Sponsored by Synectics Solutions). This award recognises 

enterprises across all sectors that are making a difference in the lives of communities marginalised 

or without a voice, whether locally, nationally or internationally. 

BRINGING LEARNING TO LIFE AWARD / CULTIVATING TALENT AWARD (2019 Sponsored by Dains 

Accountants and ‘we are aspire’). This award recognises employers who have provided an 

outstanding student placement, project, internship or other learning opportunity for Keele students 

during their studies as well as employers across all sectors who have provided outstanding 

employment opportunities for Keele University graduates, stimulating and stretching new 

employees and demonstrating a commitment to ongoing learning and career development in young 

professionals. 

LEADERSHIP AWARD (2019 Sponsored by Caja). Awarded to an outstanding individual leader and/or 

leadership team from any sector who has successfully developed and improved their leadership 

through a collaboration with Keele. 

SCIENCE PARK COMPANY OF THE YEAR AWARD. New award more detail to follow. 

PANDEMIC RESPONSE AWARD. New award more detail to follow. 

COLLABORATION OF THE YEAR / FUTURE ENTERPRISE AWARD (2019 Sponsored by Siemens and 

Staffordshire County Council). Recognising dynamic and forward-thinking enterprises and ventures 

that are working at the frontiers of innovation in terms of business models or technologies, whether 

they are start-ups, student enterprises or new ventures for existing businesses. 

 

 

The trophies. 

In 2019 local artist Richard Redwin was commissioned to create the first set of Breaking the Mould 

award trophies. Richard is a multidisciplinary artist; he had recently collaborated with Keele 

University on Subversive Plasticity an exhibition that explored the interplay between materials and 

the forms they take in plastic objects. It seemed fitting that the first award trophies were created by 

using waste materials from the building development of the Smart Innovation Hub, the new home 

for the University Management School, tenants from the Science Park and the location of the 

Awards ceremony.  

We wanted the trophies to be more than an ‘off-the-shelf’ product, we wanted the award winners 

to take away something with deeper meaning, a real connection to the place and something that 

would sit on shelves as a piece of art. 

The first set of awards celebrated sustainability, collaboration, and support of our local creative 

economy. 

 


